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Objective sleep quality can be measured by

electroencephalography (EEG), a non-invasive technique to

quantify electrical activity generated by the brain. With EEG,

sleep depth is measured by appearance and an increase in

slow wave activity (scalp-SWA). EEG slow waves (scalp-SW)

are the manifestation of underlying synchronous membrane

potential transitions between silent (DOWN) and active (UP)

states. This bistable periodic rhythm is defined as slow

oscillation (SO). During its ‘silent state’ cortical neurons are

hyperpolarized and appear inactive, while during its ‘active

state’ cortical neurons are depolarized, fire spikes and exhibit

continuous synaptic activity, excitatory and inhibitory. In adults,

data from high-density EEG revealed that scalp-SW propagate

across the cortical mantle in complex patterns. However,

scalp-SW propagation undergoes modifications across

development. We present novel data from children, indicating

that scalp-SW originate centro-parietally, and emerge more

frontally by adolescence. In accordance with the concept that

SO and SW could actively modify neuronal connectivity, we

discuss whether they fulfill a key purpose in brain development

by actively conveying modifications of the maturing brain.
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Slow oscillations (SO) during sleep and their
neuronal basis
Electroencephalography (EEG) is a non-invasive tech-

nique to measure the electrical activity of the brain. In

sleep research, EEG assessments can reliably determine

the objective quality and depth of sleep. When sleep

deepens, the primary characteristics in the scalp-EEG

are slow waves (scalp-SW) in the delta frequency (0.5–

4.5 Hz) band, often quantified as slow wave activity (SWA

in mV2) [4] (see Box 1). SW and spindles dominate the EEG

activity during Non-Rapid Eye Movement sleep (NREM)

and particularly slow-wave sleep. In contrast, Rapid Eye

Movement(REM) sleepandwaking aredominatedby low-

amplitude high frequency activity [5,6].

How neuronal dynamics generate scalp-SW remains a core

target for ultimately unraveling the dynamics of sleep.

More than two decades ago, the simultaneous assessment

of local field potentials (LFP, i.e. assessing extracellular

electric potential) with intracellular recordings was inves-

tigated in anesthetized cats [7]. A rhythm of periodic

bistability was discovered and named slow oscillation

(SO, <1 Hz) [2]. These experiments demonstrated the

hyperpolarization (DOWN states/silent states) of cortical

neurons during depth-positive/surface negative compo-

nents of LFP. In contrast, during the opposite components

of LFP (depth-negative/surface positive), cortical neurons

were depolarized, revealed rich synaptic activities and fired

spikes [7] (UP states/active states). An identical relation-

ship between LFP and intracellular activities was observed

during natural slow wave sleep [8–10]; however, during

wake and REM sleep, cortical neurons are in persistent

active states showing continuous excitatory and inhibitory

synaptic activity (Figure 2) [8,11–13]. Beside difference in

frequency, other changes in neuronal activities recorded

during SO or delta oscillations are currently unknown.

Origin and regulation of SO
The SO can emerge in isolated neocortical slabs [14,15],

neocortical slices [16,17] and cortical cell cultures [18,19],

overall signifying that the SO originates in the neocortex.

However, functional disconnection of cortex from the thala-

mus temporarily disrupts cortical-SWA [15,20], and the SO

rhythm is likewise absent in the thalamus of decorticated

animals [21]. Further it is interesting that activity in higher-

order thalamic nuclei precedes cortical active state onset

[22�,23]. Together these observations indicate that cortical-

SWA is controlled by subcortical structures.
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Box 1 Slow waves, Slow Oscillations, Delta Waves, Slow Wave Activity

There is growing inconsistency regarding the terminology of brain activity during deep sleep. Recently, terms have been used interchangeably,

which was possibly driven by the growing diversity of assessment methodology, analytical approach and species investigated.

Originally, the following terms were introduced:

- Slow Oscillation (SO) (not oscillations) or Slow Rhythm: cycles of cellular activity <1 Hz as a periodic process (Hz), consisting of an alternation

of active and silent states, as measured with intracellular, depth electrodes or intracranial EEG from sleeping cats and humans [2].

- Slow Wave (SW): individual negative-positive wave in the scalp EEG or local field potential (LFP) deflection lasting several hundred milliseconds.

(Incongruously, in human literature individual slow waves composing slow oscillation were called slow oscillations). Repeated slow waves as

measured with intracellular or intracranial EEG are basis of slow oscillation.

- Delta Waves or Slow Wave Activity (SWA): wave activity in scalp EEG or intracranial EEG (mV2), in the delta frequency 0.5–4.5 Hz, or subsets

within this frequency. Sleep EEG power density is often quantified from spectral analysis (fast Fourier transform) in this frequency range in the

human scalp EEG

These definitions have recently been challenged due to the evolution of our understanding the following three fundaments:

1) SW in the scalp EEG reflects SO cellular activity. Specifically, the degree of synchronization among a multitude of cells determines the

morphology of the scalp-SW. For example, highly synchronized SO activity among neuron populations is related to scalp-SW with high amplitude

and steep slope. With low SO synchronization among neuron populations, scalp-SW demonstrate lower amplitude and flatter slope.

2) SW were discovered to travel across the cortical mantle. Integration of the first point suggests that high synchronization of SO among neuron

populations leads to near-simultaneous occurrence of scalp-SW across the cortex and also broader propagation of scalp-SW. Lower local

synchronization is reflected in reduced amplitudes of SWs. In contrast, low long-distance synchronization is reflected in reduced simultaneous

occurrence and shorter propagation distances (local, but not global SWs). Further, the simultaneous start of SWs from different scalp locations may

appear as overlapping SWs with multiple peaks.

3) Recent data from sleep deprivation experiments provide key knowledge about the local occurrence of low-frequency EEG activity

(SWs, theta waves) in the waking state. These waves arise occasionally and appear as individual waves. They cannot be called SO, but they are

rather SWs (Figure 1).

Figure 1
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Schematic summary of the different levels of brain activity of sleep ((a) modified from Ref. [1], (b) modified from [3], (c) unpublished).

Abbreviation

EEG: Electroencephalography

LFP: Local field potential

NREM: Non-rapid eye movement

REM: Rapid eye movement

SO: Slow oscillation(s)

SW: Slow wave(s)
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We propose nomenclature as outlined in the following table. We also propose for future studies to specify assessment method and/or

behavioral state, i.e., scalp-SW, intracellular-SO, extracellular-SW, waking-SW, REM-SWA, etc.

Proposed term Assessment method Morphology / physiology Frequency Unit

Slow oscillation (SO) Intracellular, extracellular unit firing,

cortical LFP and cortical EEG

De- and hyperpolarized membrane

potential states, cycles of spiking activity,

positive and negative field deflections. Each

state lasts more than 100 ms (typically

above 200 ms).

<1 Hz Hz

Slow wave (SW) Intracellular, extracellular unit firing,

cortical LFP and scalp EEG

Same as above, but individual wave,

number / density / morphology thereof

Single wave

Slow wave

activity (SWA)

Intracranial EEG, scalp EEG Integrated signal, representing multiple

overlapping SW

0.5–4.5 Hz mV2
Typical duration of the silent states of the SO in cats [24]

and mice [25] is 100–200 ms. The onset of these silent

states in a subset of neurons is mediated by active

inhibition [26]. Thereby, a subset of fast spiking, parval-

bumin positive interneurons fires prior, or at the begin-

ning of silent states [27]. Somatostatin interneurons are

also active before the onset of silent states [28,29]. The

generation of small depth negative components before a

large depth-positive wave [25] suggests that subsets of

cortical neurons can be synchronously activated at the

onset of cortical silent state.

Synchronized SO activation and termination
Silent states start almost simultaneously across large

cortical territories [23,30] implying a central coordina-

tion of inhibitory control. One likely source of this

coordination is the thalamus, as (a) thalamic inactiva-

tion disrupts synchrony of active state onsets [26], and

(b) occasional firing of thalamocortical cells at the

beginning of silent states directly activates parvalbu-

min interneurons that inhibit cortical activity [27].

Another possible source is the claustrum, which might

control synchronous and widespread onset cortical

silent states [31].
Figure 2
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This inhibitory drive shifts the balance of excitation and

inhibition reported for the active states [12,32] towards

inhibition. Thus, some neurons become more polarized,

their firing threshold is harder to reach, no action potential

is generated and as a chain reaction, the cortical network

goes to the silent state. Additional intracortical mecha-

nisms of active state termination may depend on synaptic

properties. For instance, long-lasting active states pro-

duce short-term synaptic depression in excitatory synap-

ses, consequentially the synaptic drive is unable to bring

target cells to the firing threshold so the network goes in

to the silent state [1,14]. This mechanism does not

require an external regulator and can be responsible for

triggering a local SO.

Differences between humans and animals
The six layers of the neocortex are each characteristically

composed of specific neurons that connect with different

cortical areas and the thalamus. Animal investigations

reveal that cortical active states can start in any layer,

but overall most commonly begin in layer 5. Layer 5 cells

are the largest of the neocortex and exhibit the most

extensive intracortical connectivity, and firing of layer

5 cells involves other cortical layers in ferrets [17], cats
ave Sleep REM Sleep

30 mV
1 mV
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and rapid-eye movement (REM) sleep. Three segments of

ctivities from area 7 (left hemisphere) cortical neuron, and area 7 (right

at (modified from Ref. [1]).
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[10] and rats [33]. Yet, a divergent picture arises from

intracranial recordings in humans, as tested in epileptic

patients: current source density and neuronal firing anal-

yses suggest that active states often start from layer

3 [34,35]. There are several possible explanations for

these differences between species: (a) Although data from

healthy humans are lacking, the human epileptic brain

may consist of reorganized connectivity and relatedly, the

possible alteration of spatio-temporal involvement of cells

entering the active state; (b) Reconstruction of pyramidal

cells from resected cortical tissue suggests that in

patients, the layer 5 pyramidal cells are typically smaller

compared to pyramidal cells from layers 2–3 in the same

patients [36], thus transmembrane currents from layer 2–3

neurons would be stronger; and (c) Layer 5 human pyra-

midal cells are considerably larger than layer 5 rat pyra-

midal cells, and due to their size, exhibit larger electrical

compartmentalization that causes decreased sensing of

dendritic activity at the level of soma [37] providing the

possibility for distal dendrites to create strong excitatory

currents and LFP signal without major impact at the level

of neuronal soma.

Local and global waves
Silent states can be generated locally, if mediated by

short-term synaptic depression due to local mechanisms,

or globally, with the involvement of the subcortical drive

of cortical interneurons. Wave detection within the fre-

quency 0.1�4 Hz in high spatial resolution EEG record-

ings (high-density EEG, 256 channels) from healthy

human adults suggests that the majority of detected

scalp-SW affect �20% of all electrodes [38]. Observations

at younger ages support this regional restriction, such that

a typical scalp-SW in healthy children involves on average

�15% of the electrodes in high-density EEG (128 elec-

trodes), which would be considered a local scalp-SW

[39��]. In line with this observation, intracranial LFP

and multi-unit recordings from epileptic patients demon-

strate that the majority (85%) of all cortical-SW are local

[40], indicating that the global cortical-SW or scalp-SW

only appear in a smaller fraction of occurrences. Addi-

tionally, data from intracellular recordings of anesthetized

cats (suprasylvian gyrus, recorded at 12�15 mm distance,

but receiving similar thalamic inputs) reveal that 80% of

silent states coincide in time. In multi-site intracellular

recordings (performed within 0.5 mm) almost all silent

states occur simultaneously [10]. Considering these

results in the context of a role of long-range projections

of LP thalamic nucleus, we can conclude that the vast

majority of sleep SO and SW are local also in animals

[15,24,41].

Results from intracellular recordings in sleeping cats

indicated the absence of neuronal firing during silent

states, because neurons were hyperpolarized [8–10,13].

However, LFP and multi-unit recordings from the same

electrodes show a strong reduction, but no complete
www.sciencedirect.com 
absence of spikes during cortical-SW in humans

[34,35,40], rats [42] and mice [43]. This suggests that

in local cortical constellations, not all cells enter into silent

states simultaneously. Furthermore, although it is com-

monly assumed that the cortical SO rhythm is absent

during wake, sleep deprivation can trigger singular inci-

dents of local cortical SW during wakefulness in rats [44].

During prolonged waking periods, it is likely that local

cortical SO occurs as a result of synaptic short-term

depression. Yet, it is unclear why the synaptic depression

does not induce singular waking-SW during the normal

(not extended) waking state. Several studies suggest that

increased network activity reduces overall synaptic

dynamics, as observed in cortical slices from ferrets and

in vivo recordings in cats [45,46]. A possible explanation is

that high cholinergic activity during waking reduces

synaptic efficacy and leads to synaptic stabilization, as

examined in mice, rats [47], and cats [48].

The onset of active states is triggered when the network is

silent, and this condition experiences self-maintenance.

Active states typically start in layer 5 cells and rapidly

propagate to other cortical layers. Once initiated in one

cortical location, the active states propagate across the

cortical mantle. Studies in human [40] and mice [23,49]

demonstrated that the individual active states can gener-

ally start at any location, but most often they begin in the

frontal cortex, confirming the wave propagation activity

across the cortical mantle as observed with scalp-SW in

adult humans [38].

Sleep SO alters effective cortical connectivity
Because scalp-SW propagate across EEG channels, they

are sometimes referred to as ‘traveling waves’ [38]. SW

propagation patterns in humans are complex with signal

dynamics involving convergence, divergence, and circu-

lation [50]. Similar to SWA that accumulates and dissi-

pates with homeostatic sleep pressure [51,52], traveling

scalp-SW and cortical-SW also undergo across-night

dynamics in human adults [40] and children [39��].
Dynamics of scalp-SW and cortical-SW are likely influ-

enced by sleep-wake history (sleep homeostasis) and

circadian timing and have been linked to neuronal con-

nectivity in human adults [53��] and mice [22�].

Findings from experimental perturbations using Tran-

scranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) have started to

shed light on the relationship of SW with cortical con-

nectivity. TMS is an established tool for assessing the

interaction between cortical connectivity and conscious-

ness in humans, which evokes EEG responses in targeted

brain regions. Because TMS can elicit scalp-SW and

cortical-SW in healthy humans and clinically diagnosed

patients, investigating the role of natural SW in relation to

cortical connectivity and states of consciousness is an

important area of ongoing investigation [54].
Current Opinion in Physiology 2020, 15:172–182
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Connectivity is quantified in manifold ways, for example,

(a) Cortical complexity — capturing the interplay of both

functionally segregated local areas, as well as their global

integration during perception and behavior [55]; (b)

Effective connectivity — the ability of a set of neuronal

groups to causally affect the firing of other neuronal

groups within a system [56]; or (c) Stability of connectivity

— the dynamic (spatio-temporal) dimension of functional

connectivity (temporal coactivation between brain

regions), reflecting the time-varying signal propagation

[57]. Elicited scalp-SW led to the discovery that with

sleep onset, there is a breakdown in effective connectivity

[58]. Interestingly and in contrast, cortical complexity

does not greatly change across the wake period

[53��,59]. Simultaneous EEG and functional Magnetic

Resonance Imaging recordings support this observation,

such that effective connectivity differs between sleep and

wakefulness [60]. Specifically, in NREM sleep N2, con-

nectivity is instable — suggestive of a redistribution of

within-network and across-network information. In con-

trast, effective connectivity is stable in N3, portraying

slow wave sleep as a relatively inactive condition with

possibly more local integration [60]. Overall, insights are

emerging from data on scalp-SW and cortical-SW dynam-

ics indicating that during the transition to deeper sleep, a

breakdown of neuronal connectivity occurs that gradually

relates to dissipating consciousness.

Sleep-like events in the waking period
The idea of the clearly separable vigilance states of sleep

and wakefulness has recently been challenged by data

showing the occurrence of local SW in waking. As men-

tioned above, in freely behaving rats, after staying a long

period in the awake state, cortical neurons can briefly go

‘offline’ as in sleep — this is reflected locally in one

cortical area but not in others [44]. Investigations with

scalp EEG in humans support the concept that local

sleep-like events can be detected (particularly extended)

during waking periods: Local sleep-like events were

found to intrude on wakefulness [61]. This investigation

quantified the cortical size of local events in children’s

waking EEG by means of the number of electrodes

involved in theta events. Approximately 6%–15% scalp

electrodes were involved in a local sleep-like event for

detection windows of 20�100 ms [61]. This study further

revealed that theta waves (6�8 Hz) become more wide-

spread in the evening and are associated with slower

reaction times – suggesting specifically that theta waves

are markers of local sleep in humans. Thus, while local

sleep represents neuronal off periods, the synchronization

of off periods can enter the spatial domain: OFF periods

can propagate across the cortical mantle and become

visible as traveling scalp-SW in sleep, or traveling theta

waves during extended waking. Although these attempts

take place in the time domain of seconds (off-states

during waking in rats 50�100 ms [44], and theta waves

in children 20�100 ms [61]), the transition from
Current Opinion in Physiology 2020, 15:172–182 
wakefulness to sleep includes modifications in several

dimensions: alertness, neuronal connectivity and behav-

ioral performance [53��].

Local aspects of sleep yield similar electrographic pat-

terns in mammals, reptiles [62], birds [63], and fish [64]

and further revolutionize current understanding of brain

states. In other words, it is now recognized that variability

exists across cortical regions during wakefulness, NREM

sleep and REM sleep states. For example, SW — classi-

cally the most typical characteristic of NREM sleep —

was recently discovered to also exist in REM sleep of

mice and men [65–67]. Thus, local SW also appear in

REM sleep [66,67] and wakefulness.

Although local aspects of sleep have been primarily

investigated as cortical manifestations of NREM sleep,

research in birds indicates that muscle tone during REM

sleep also appears to be regulated at a local level [68]. One

investigation demonstrated that REM sleep-related

reductions in skeletal muscle tone appear largely

restricted to muscles involved in head posture mainte-

nance. Relatedly, it was proposed that muscle atonia and

REM sleep are mediated by the brainstem, while SO in

NREM sleep is detected in the hyperpallium (primary

visual area in ostriches) [68]. Additionally, the findings in

birds further imply a prominent role of thalamic input

layers in the initiation of propagating SO. Further, SO

propagation varies across layers of avian hyperpallium

(the primary visual area), such that SO first occur in, then

propagate through and outward from thalamic input

layers.

The evolution of SW and SO across species unravels from

‘bottom-up’ a reconstruction of the neurophysiology of

our primary behavioral states, including specifically the

transitions manifested in local sleep-like events. Yet, it is

largely unknown to what extent our living context influ-

ences local sleep-like events from ‘top-down’. While the

sleep/wake routine of our society largely defines a 24 hour

rhythm, astronauts witness short sunrises several times a

day, as the International Space Station orbits earth every

90 min. Even though an ‘artificial’ 24 hour routine is

created, a majority of crew members suffer from low

sleep quality. Thus, markers of sleep pressure were

examined in astronauts who were on a 6-month space

mission using high-density EEG [69]. Using theta fre-

quency, local sleep-like events were detected in the wake

period. Interestingly, these events occurred across more

widespread cortical areas when humans were in space

than on earth (4.06 � 0.66% and 3.26 � 0.66% increase of

electrodes involved in a sleep-like event [69]). Average

‘globality’ varied between 15 to 25% of scalp electrodes.

This research also specifically linked wave globalization

to the slowing of behavioral reaction time, thereby sug-

gesting a link between cortical synchronization of SO and

behavioral function.
www.sciencedirect.com
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Function of propagating SO
SO are universal across species. SO expand from micro to

macro scales, and were described as the ‘default activity’

of the cortical network [15], based on their continuing

expression in situations of physical or functional discon-

nection of the cortex (for a comprehensive multi-species

review see Ref. [70�]). It is not clear whether SO activity

per se serves a function regarding the neuronal network or

behavior; however, the following proposals have been

made supporting such a concept.

One notion is that scalp-SW reflect neuronal activity and

that their propagation dynamics mirror brain connectivity

in developing [71] and adult humans [72]. Accordingly,

the non-invasive assessment of scalp-SW provides insight

into cortico-cortical interactions, excitability of the cortex

and a link to behavioral states. Indeed, intracranial SW

propagation has been associated with consciousness (in

epilepsy patients) [73]. This linkage is complex and, for

instance, includes the possibility that specific long-range

or short-range SW dynamics relating to particular states of

vigilance and behavior, as suggested from research in

freely behaving rats [74�]. Similarly, altered spatio-tem-

poral scalp-SW dynamics negatively affect performance

in vigilance tests (humans) [53��,75]. In this context,

scalp-SW were suggested to represent a form of ‘neuronal

tiredness’. The concept has thus emerged that scalp-SWA

goes beyond the pure reflection of neuronal dynamics and

in addition may directly alter the neuronal network and,

as a consequence, behavioral activity.

Another consideration is that the propagation of SW

modifies neuronal connections. In particular, SW have

been linked to memory consolidation processes during

sleep (for reviews see Refs. [76,77]. Enhancing SW using

electrical stimulation appears to improve hippocampal-

dependent memory performance in both humans [78] and

rats [79]. A recent study demonstrated that electrical field

stimulation induced a transformation of SW dynamics in

mice and therefore proposed this method for manipulat-

ing memory processes [80�]. Mechanistic underpinnings

of the SW-memory link may include high-frequency

signal propagation from cortex to hippocampus during

wakefulness, and low-frequency activity in the opposite

direction during slow wave sleep. Recent findings cor-

roborate such a state-dependent turnaround of cortical–

hippocampal communication in humans [81]. The pattern

of SW-propagation and SO-propagation may determine

the synaptic strengths between neurons, as addressed in a

thalamocortical network model [82��]. Synaptic plasticity,

cortical-SW, and phasic hippocampal discharges possibly

trigger some form of plasticity during SO that contributes

to sleep-dependent memory consolidation [82��]. Fur-

thermore, relevant to this context (at least in humans)

is the balance between the circadian and homeostatic

drive for sleep [83], as well as wave-specificity, such that

different observations exist for local or global SW. For
www.sciencedirect.com 
instance, using scalp-SW trough traveling profiles in

healthy human subjects, only global SW moved anteriorly

to posteriorly, in comparison with local and frontal SW

[84�]. Additionally, global scalp-SW revealed also stronger

coupling with fast spindles. Hence, experimental

research is needed to uncover which types of scalp-SW

are causally relevant for cognition and memory processes,

specifically because the exact mechanisms of sleep-

dependent synaptic modifications (plasticity) is a matter

of debate [1,85,86].

A further viewpoint can be taken from an evolutionary

perspective. The mammalian cortex is viewed as the

zenith of neuronal evolution, yet how its laminar

cytoarchitecture mediates complex cognition remains

poorly understood. Comparisons of sleep-related neuro-

nal activity with non-mammalian groups lacking laminar

cytoarchitecture provide insight into neocortex function-

ing [63]. The SO also exists in birds, yet interestingly, it

propagates in neuronal activity of complex three-dimen-

sional trails [63]. This represents a contrast to the two-

dimensional SO propagation observed in mammals with

laminar organization of the neocortex. Accordingly, it was

proposed that the non-laminar, nuclear neuronal

cytoarchitecture in birds may have emerged from compu-

tational properties of this specific dimensional geometry.

Examinations in Nile crocodiles [87] also suggest that the

SO propagation may connect to the evolutionary elabora-

tion of nuclear structures, which may also relate to the

advancement of complex cognition.

Building on these concepts, a further discussion emerges

suggesting that propagating SO and SW possibly serve an

active role in the modification of processes of brain devel-

opment and brain evolution. To test whether the matura-

tionofsynapticdynamics is relatedtosleepandwakestates,

juvenile mice served as a model system for human adoles-

cence development. In line with dynamics in adult animals,

cortical spines in 1 month old mice were increased during

waking and decreased during sleep [88]. However, only the

developing mice revealed an overall net increase in spine

density. Inadditionto this maturation in termsof spinesand

SO, maturation dynamics also happen on a topographical

perspective. In humans, the distribution of scalp-SWA

changes considerably during childhood. These changes

in the sleep EEG mirror cortical anatomical processes by

shifting from predominantly posterior to anterior regions

[89]. Furthermore, propagation parameters of scalp-SW

change during childhood, as we reported in two recent

investigations using high-density sleep EEG in children

aged 2–16 years [39��,71]. This study focused on scalp-SW

propagation properties including distance proliferated,

propagation speed, and cortical involvement (number of

channels, in which a SW is detected). We found that scalp-

SW propagation undergoes age-specific changes that are

associated with white matter microstructure (brain myelin)

[71]. Specifically, across development, scalp-SW
Current Opinion in Physiology 2020, 15:172–182
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Figure 3
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(a) Topographical distribution of probability of origins of scalp-SW in 30 healthy children. All-night high-density EEG at-home assessments were

performed in 11 preschool children (2.0–4.9 years), 9 school-age children (5.0–8.9 years) and 10 adolescents (9.0–16.9 years). Dark colors refer to

high probability of origins at the indicated electrode, while light colors refer to low probability of scalp-SW origins. Data processing entailed band-

pass filtering (0.5–40 Hz), rejection of artifact-containing channels and re-referencing to mastoids. A previously published algorithm was used for

wave detection and computation of propagation delay, for details see Refs. [39��,71]. (b) Linear correlations of age with origin of scalp-SW.

Pearson correlations were performed at each electrode. Red indicates significant positive correlation with age, while blue indicates negative

correlation (p < 0.05). The figure shows that with increasing age across childhood, scalp-SW are more likely to originate in frontal electrodes and

less likely to originate in parietal channels.
propagation distance increases, which is associated with

myelination of the corpus callosum. Propagating speed and

cortical involvement also relate to myelination of the super-

ior longitudinal fascicle. Furthermore, across-night dynam-

ics of scalp-SW propagation are specific to age, possibly

reflecting heightened plasticity in neuronal networks spe-

cific to sensitive developmental periods [39��]. In preschool

children propagation distance decreases across the night,

while this decrease is neither found at school-age nor at

adolescence. Interestingly, even though cortical involve-

ment of the propagating scalp-SW appears relatively stable

across age, it undergoes a homeostatic decrease across

sleep. Our novel data presented here indicate that scalp-
Current Opinion in Physiology 2020, 15:172–182 
SW originate most often in centro-parietal areas in younger

children, whereas when youth are approaching adoles-

cence, frontal origins are more frequently observed

(Figure 3).

Our findings address spatio-temporal scalp-SW dynamics

and demonstrate the maturation from central towards

frontal scalp-SW onset in developing humans. In human

adults a frontal predominance of scalp-SW onset is typi-

cally observed [38] — a pattern that is highly reproducible

across different recording nights, that is, indicating high

stability within participants. From a specific cortical focus

location, scalp-SW travel across the cortex [38,90] in
www.sciencedirect.com
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mostly an anterior-to-posterior direction, yet with com-

plex pattern variation [50,91]. The transformation from

child to adult SW patterns thus highlights a connection

between SW propagation and brain maturation and repre-

sents the potential of detecting deviations of developing

cortical networks with sleep high-density EEG.

Data from developing rodents come from only a handful

of studies; however, to our knowledge, findings in rodents

generally align with regional scalp-SW dynamics reported

in humans. Similar to humans [38,40,72], individual active

states in mice most often start in the frontal cortex from

which they propagate in anteroposterior/lateral direction

over the cortex [23,49]. Multielectrode arrays reduce the

past limitation of poor spatial resolution signal from mice

and rats and data from such studies indicate topographical

differences in mice, such that faster DOWN-to-UP state

transitions, higher firing rate during UP states, and more

regular cycles are observed in the prefrontal cortex [49].

Triggering SW with stimulation in adult rats revealed

likewise predominantly early cortical-SW propagation

from frontal regions, some isolated SW also originated

from posterior areas [42]. Complementary knowledge

from reports in mice indicates the subcortical control of

cortical-SW: activity in centro-medial neurons in the

thalamus precedes the UP states in the cingulate cortex

[22�]. Future studies with nonhuman primates that use

novel techniques of imaging [92,93] or optogenetics [94]

will allow to characterize primate SO thoroughly. Fur-

thermore, they will provide direct testing of the func-

tional role of SO and SW, as proposed in the context of

propagating waves during waking [76].

It is possible that behavioral correlates of SO and SW

maturation exist, for instance those involving the motor or

cognitive domains. Accordingly, more frontalized scalp-

SW onset may relate to advanced cognitive skills. We may

further speculate that spurts of maturation in motor skills

may be connected to increased probability of scalp-SW

onset in the motor cortex, representative of critical devel-

opmental periods. Repeated longitudinal (within-sub-

ject) assessments across the time period of months to

years when the specific skill maturation occurs are needed

to capture such transitions. Furthermore, behavioral tasks

known to specifically involve the cortical regions are

needed (see Ref. [95]), and the involvement of white

matter microstructure (myelin) in performance should be

considered [71,96��,97].

Conclusions
In summary, the recent trends in the field of spatio-

temporal properties of SO and scalp-SW can be

highlighted as follows:

� Scalp-SW during sleep reflect the SO rhythm of hyper-

polarization and silence of cortical neurons that occur
www.sciencedirect.com 
synchronously across cortical regions. SO are controlled

by subcortical structures involving the thalamus. While

approximately 80% SO and scalp-SW are local, about

20% appear global.

� Scalp-SW propagate across the cortical mantle in com-

plex patterns. They originate mostly from the frontal

cortex in adults, but from centro-parietal regions in

young children.

� Propagation patterns undergo across-night dynamics.

Neuronal organization underlying SW and SO dynam-

ics is connected to vigilance states and degrees of

consciousness.

� The function of isolated SW and SO remains unclear

but they may (a) purely reflect neuronal activity; (b)

modify neuronal connections, affect network connec-

tivity, and maintain cognitive and memory processes;

(c) be connected to the evolutionary elaboration of

nuclear structures and complex cognition; and (d)

actively convey modification processes of the develop-

ing brain.
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